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Abstract
Web spam is a negative practice carried out by spammers to produce fake search
engines results for improving rank position of their Web pages. It is available on arena of
World Wide Web (WWW) in different forms and lacks a consistent definition. The search
engines are struggling to eliminate spam pages through machine learning (ML) detectors.
Mostly, search engines measure the quality of websites by using different factors (signals)
such as, number of visitors, body text, anchor text, back link and forward link etc.
information and, and spammers try to induce these signals into their desired pages to
subvert ranking function of search engines. This study compares the detection efficiency
of different ML classifiers trained and tested on WebSpam UK2007 data set. The results
of our study show that random forest has achieve higher score than other well-known
classifiers.
Keywords: Web Spam, Spam Classification, Supervise Machine Learning

1. Introduction
The internet is a global system of TCP/IP based networks and its applications can be
seen across the world; such as, business, education, science, teleconference, telemedicine,
video-on-demand and online gaming etc. [1]. The modern era demands everyone to know
the benefits of this communication infrastructure and get maximum opportunities from
this offering. The World Wide Web ("WWW" or simply the "Web") is a way of accessing
information from internet. Web is an information-sharing model based on graph theory
that is built on top of the internet. In short, the Web has given an opportunity to different
domains to access wider global audience. Websites, Online Social Networking (OSN) [3],
Blogs and forums etc. are the major tools to approach target people.
The size of web, which is now believed to be a largest repository ever built, can be
described by different factors; such as penetration rate among users, the size of indexable
web etc. Everyday a fraction of this large repository is crawled and index by different
search engines including Google. Authors reported that Google crawl and index more
than 45 billion pages on January 2015 [2]. DMR [41], a digital marketing company
revealed that Google processes an average of 2.3 million users’ queries every second.
Furthermore, the growth of www has increased substantially over the last two decades
because of technological boosts in communication infrastructure, the miniaturization of
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electronic devices, and the web have led to the growth of data at an astounding rate. The
internet is a global system of TCP/IP based networks and its applications can be seen
across the world; such as, business, education, science, teleconference, telemedicine,
video-on-demand and online gaming etc. [1]. The modern era demands everyone to know
the benefits of this communication infrastructure and get maximum opportunities from
this offering. The World Wide Web ("WWW" or simply the "Web") is a way of accessing
information from internet. Web is an information-sharing model based on graph theory
that is built on top of the internet. In short, the Web has given an opportunity to different
domains to access wider global audience. Websites, Online Social Networking (OSN) [3],
Blogs and forums etc. are the major tools to approach target people.
The size of web, which is now believed to be a largest repository ever built, can be
described by different factors; such as penetration rate among users, the size of indexable
web etc. Everyday a fraction of this large repository is crawled and index by different
search engines including Google. Authors reported that Google crawl and index more
than 45 billion pages on January 2015[2]. DMR [41], a digital marketing company
revealed that Google processes an average of 2.3 million users’ queries every second.
Furthermore, the growth of www has increased substantially over the last two decades
because of technological boosts in communication infrastructure, the miniaturization of
electronic devices, and the web have led to the growth of data at an astounding rate. This
makes www as major avenue of people for their social & business lives
The search engines plays a pivotal role for people to retrieve useful contents from large
data space of Web, and generally website owners are only interested in good ranked
results in the first several pages of Search Engine Result Page (SERP).A vast majority of
internet users rely on search engines to retrieve their desired information. Simply the
search engines are the keys to find specific information on the vast expanse of the www,
but most of the time users receive undesired results against their queries. Search engines
create an index of search database and match this index with user generated search
queries.
Mostly, website owner’s burning desire is to present their contents on top of SERP.
The SERP listing result is an outcome of search engine ranking function execution and
keyword query submitted by the user. The visibility of specific website in SERP is
heavily dependent on website traffic.
Search engines carry out following three important tasks to manage web contents on
www (see Figure 1):
1. Web spider crawls the web to discover the location of web pages.
2. Index or record the web links (hyperlinks) for fast traversing of users queries.
3. Assign ranking score to web pages in the database, which ultimately reflects on
SERP.

Figure 1. Query to Search Engine Return Model
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SERP mostly contains two types of results i.e. organic and inorganic i.e. paid. Search
engine ranking algorithms produces listing of top rank web pages in chronically order in
SERP.
Top rank result page means the probability increases to bring more internet traffic to
website and in return the site owner will earn more profit. Mostly, these economic
incentives triggered the website administrators to subvert the ranking results of search
engines through unethical Search Engine Optimization (SEO) techniques [28]. This kind
of negative efforts of web site developers to manipulate their web pages to attract a large
number of internet users is known as web spam or “spamdexing”. Figure 2 is an example
of web spam, where page is suffered with keyword stuffing and unrelated links.
SERP can be thought as “first impression opportunity” for website owners to display
their contents in front of very large Web audience and this also compelling website
creators to use spamming techniques. Pen et al. [5] reported in their research that mostly
end-users pay attention to top rank result pages of SEs. In another study, which was
conducted by Wang et al. [27], they reported that 56.6% of internet users only pay
attention to the first two pages of SERP.
The increasing use and role of search engines (e.g. Google, Yahoo!, Bing, Baidu etc.)
in information retrieval has made companies and web site developers concern about the
ranking of their web sites. Hence, it is extremely important for search engines to filter out
spam pages to keep their indices clean and only hold quality web pages information.
Currently developing an effective spam detection solution is a challenging task for
research community along with search engine companies and other stake holders of Web.

Figure 2. An Example of Web Spam Page
The objective of the study is to analyze the efficiency of different ML approaches in
detecting web spam pages. We have adopted several link, content and obvious features to
distinguished web spam from non-spam context. We also believe that such features could
be common for the WEBSPAM–UK2006 and WEBSPAM–UK2007 data sets. To
evaluate this hypothesis we created initially web spam detector by using WEBSPAM–
UK2007 dataset. The corpus was retrieved from the Laboratory of Web Algorithmics,
“Universit degli Studi di Milano”, with the support of the DELIS EU - FET research
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project. We train and test our classifier though k-fold (k=10) Cross Validation (CV)
scheme. Figure 3 shows the visual procedure of cross validation.

Figure 3. 10-cross Validation Scheme
The aim of selecting CV scheme is not to estimate parameters but to estimate the
generalization performance and to bring stability in our learning model.
Low bias and low variances are good attributes for selection of estimation method. In k
fold cross validation scheme the dataset is divided into k subsets of (approximately) equal
size. The training is performed on k-1 times, each time leaving out one of the subsets
from training and that omitted subset will be used for testing classifier accuracy. The main
contribution of our work can be summed up as: (i) Using the different ML algorithms in
spam detection and comparing and analyzing results and (ii) We applied Chi square test to
collect most authoritative features to correctly classify web pages.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the background &
related work. Section 3 provides the details of widely used ML algorithms. Section 4
describes the performance evaluation and parameters settings of our detection model.
Section 5 evaluates the proposed approach and Section 6 finally concludes the paper and
presents the future work.
The search engines plays a pivotal role for people to retrieve useful contents from large
data space of Web, and generally website owners are only interested in good ranked
results in the first several pages of Search Engine Result Page (SERP).A vast majority of
internet users rely on search engines to retrieve their desired information. Simply the
search engines are the keys to find specific information on the vast expanse of the www,
but most of the time users receive undesired results against their queries. Search engines
create an index of search database and match this index with user generated search
queries.
Mostly, website owner’s burning desire is to present their contents on top of SERP.
The SERP listing result is an outcome of search engine ranking function execution and
keyword query submitted by the user. The visibility of specific website in SERP is
heavily dependent on website traffic.
Search engines carry out following three important tasks to manage web contents on
www (see Figure 1):
4. Web spider crawls the web to discover the location of web pages.
5. Index or record the web links (hyperlinks) for fast traversing of users queries.
6. Assign ranking score to web pages in the database, which ultimately reflects on
SERP.
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Figure 1. Query to Search Engine Return Model
SERP mostly contains two types of results i.e. organic and inorganic i.e. paid. Search
engine ranking algorithms produces listing of top rank web pages in chronically order in
SERP.
Top rank result page means the probability increases to bring more internet traffic to
website and in return the site owner will earn more profit. Mostly, these economic
incentives triggered the website administrators to subvert the ranking results of search
engines through unethical Search Engine Optimization (SEO) techniques [28]. This kind
of negative efforts of web site developers to manipulate their web pages to attract a large
number of internet users is known as web spam or “spamdexing”. Figure 2 is an example
of web spam, where page is suffered with keyword stuffing and unrelated links.
SERP can be thought as “first impression opportunity” for website owners to display
their contents in front of very large Web audience and this also compelling website
creators to use spamming techniques. Pen et al. [5] reported in their research that mostly
end-users pay attention to top rank result pages of SEs. In another study, which was
conducted by Wang et al. [27], they reported that 56.6% of internet users only pay
attention to the first two pages of SERP.
The increasing use and role of search engines (e.g. Google, Yahoo!, Bing, Baidu etc.)
in information retrieval has made companies and web site developers concern about the
ranking of their web sites. Hence, it is extremely important for search engines to filter out
spam pages to keep their indices clean and only hold quality web pages information.
Currently developing an effective spam detection solution is a challenging task for
research community along with search engine companies and other stake holders of Web.
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Figure 2. An Example of Web Spam Page
The objective of the study is to analyze the efficiency of different ML approaches in
detecting web spam pages. We have adopted several link, content and obvious features to
distinguished web spam from non-spam context. We also believe that such features could
be common for the WEBSPAM–UK2006 and WEBSPAM–UK2007 data sets. To
evaluate this hypothesis we created initially web spam detector by using WEBSPAM–
UK2007 dataset. The corpus was retrieved from the Laboratory of Web Algorithmics,
“Universit degli Studi di Milano”, with the support of the DELIS EU - FET research
project. We train and test our classifier though k-fold (k=10) Cross Validation (CV)
scheme. Figure 3 shows the visual procedure of cross validation.

Figure 3. 10-Cross Validation Scheme
The aim of selecting CV scheme is not to estimate parameters but to estimate the
generalization performance and to bring stability in our learning model.
Low bias and low variances are good attributes for selection of estimation method. In k
fold cross validation scheme the dataset is divided into k subsets of (approximately) equal
size. The training is performed on k-1 times, each time leaving out one of the subsets
from training and that omitted subset will be used for testing classifier accuracy. The main
contribution of our work can be summed up as: (i) Using the different ML algorithms in
spam detection and comparing and analyzing results and (ii) We applied Chi square test to
collect most authoritative features to correctly classify web pages.
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The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 discusses the background &
related work. Section 3 provides the details of widely used ML algorithms. Section 4
describes the performance evaluation and parameters settings of our detection model.
Section 5 evaluates the proposed approach and Section 6 finally concludes the paper and
presents the future work.

2. Background and Related Work in Web Spam Filtering
Web spam has shown its existence since the start of www and has been growing with
fast pace due to economic incentives gained by spammers on this exponentially growing
platform. However, the discussion about web spam in research community is quite recent.
In the beginning, this harmful phenomenon was only limited to e-mail but with the
passage of time and development of web technologies, spammers began to use this
concept on different domains for making illegal profit.
The importance of spamdexing and quality of results against user’s queries to the
search engines was discussed by Henzinger et al. [7]. Gyongyi and Garcia-Molina [17]
suggested taxonomy of Web Spam pages and proposed TrustRank algorithm. Algorithm
first selects a certain number of good seeds (pages) for experts’ manual evaluation and
then propagates to other page by linking to them. The philosophy of TrustRank is that
good pages seldom link to bad pages. Wu et al. [8] presented topical TrustRank, which
improves TrustRank method by employing topical information. Wu and Davison [46]
introduced the parent penalty algorithm to identify link farm spam pages by propagating
negative values.
James Caverlee et al. [44-45] have discussed the importance of source-centric link
analysis, such as source size, the presence of self-links and they developed a novel
credibility-based Web ranking technique with the name CredibleRank, which integrates
credibility information directly into the quality assessment of each page on the Web.
Most of the research in this domain focuses on some of the main types of web Spam
i.e. Content, Cloaking, Click and Link Spam [42-46].Content spamming is believed to be
the first web spam technique which was used to subvert the ranking of search engines. It
is favorite spamming method for spammers because of the fact that most search engines
apply the information retrieval models based on a page content to rank web pages, such as
a vector space model [9], BM25 [10], or statistical language models [11].Hence,
spammers analyze the weaknesses of these models and exploit. However, Ntoulas et al.
[35] reported in their experimental work by using decision tree (DT) that 82-86% of spam
pages of these characters can be detected by ML classifier. Moreover, the authors
introduce various new content-based features for web spam detection. Castillo et al. [53]
applied combination of link-based features and content-based features and obtained
88.4% of spam detection rate with 6.3% false positive using DT.
Nowadays, spammers are also targeting link based ranking algorithms, such as
PageRank [15] and HITS[16] to subvert ranking of search engines because of the fact that
they also consider web link structure information along with content based relevance
metrics to measure ranking score of web page. A web page that participates in a link farm
mostly has a high in-degree, but little relationship with the rest of the web (graph).
Spammers can also receive web traffic in terms of http links from ham pages by buying
advertising, or through buying expired domains which were used previously for non-spam
sites. Link-based ranking algorithms, such as PageRank and HITS are the main targets for
spammers. These algorithms can be considered as computing applications of various
Markov chain processes over Web pages to rank their scores. Becchetti et al. [13] studied
several link-based metrics, such as rank propagation for hyperlinks and probabilistic
counting to improve the Web spam detection methods. Different researchers [42, 43] use
the WEBSPAM–UK2006 and WEBSPAM–UK2007 data sets to classify web spam
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pages. We have also utilized WEBSPAM–UK2007 dataset to evaluate the performance of
our algorithm.
2.1 Size of Problem & Existing Solutions
Web spamming is a widespread problem and it continuous to get worse. Search
engines that fall victim to web spamming can end up losing a large pool of users. As a
matter of fact we know that it is nearly impossible for human experts to manually classify
ham and spam pages, so it has become a challenging task for researchers to improve and
introduce new ways in currently available web spam detection algorithms. Presently, a
large faction of web site creators employed aggressive black hat SEO tactics to achieve
top position in search results. This speculative phenomenon is not made by anonymous
people, but unfortunately a number of organizations acquire services of highly skilled
personnel. Prieto et al. [29] discussed two important reasons that why spammers are
interested to get involved in spamming activities :( i ) Increase the ranking score in order
to receive a top position and raise their income, (ii) Damage the business of competitor
companies.
Ghiam and Nemaney [31] reported three prominent reasons to detect and control the
web spam traffic from web: ( i ) web spam pages are destructive for both search engines
and the victim’s machines, (ii) mostly web spam pages waste visitors’ precious time and
this may cause adverse effects on search engine results, and finally (iii) web spam pages
misuse significant resources of search engines.
Wang et al. [3] reported that one seventh web pages of English websites were
identified as spam pages. Statistics reveal that due to presence of spam pages companies
earning suffered more than US$100 billion globally [50]. It has been reported that a single
spamming bot-net was approximately $2M per day [51]. In short, web spamming drops
the workers’ productivity directly or indirectly and cost implications of this phenomena
show a very gloomy picture too.
Web spamming exists on web in various forms (see Figure 4) and lacks a consistent
definition; but one attribute is common among spammers that they strive to earn top
ranking of their websites so that they can attract large number of free advertisements.
Web spam detection mechanism can be regarded as a binary classification problem, where
a Machine Learning (ML) classifier is utilized to predict ham or spam web pages [30].
The adaptive learning capability to learn underlying patterns makes ML algorithms
correct solution to detect spam pages.
At present, there are two approaches to combat web spam: (i) Web spam detection,
where spam pages eliminated from search engine index, and (ii) spam demotion, to punish
web-spam pages by demoting them in the search result ranking. A number of ML
algorithms (decision-tree based classifiers e.g., C4.5, SVM-based classifiers, Bayesian
classifiers etc.) are being used to marked spam or ham traffic. In this paper, we have
analyses the performance of different machine learning algorithms for Web spam
detection. Decision Tree (C4.5) [4] and support vector machine (SVM) [52] are two
widely used approaches among the adversarial information retrieval community.
However, there are so many ML algorithms are being employed to handle web spam
problem but we have not covered all.
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Figure 4. Spam Existence on Web in Different Forms

2.2. Tools and Heuristics Applied in Spam Attacks
In simplest form of web spamming i.e. content web spamming, a page is dwelt with
irrelevant contents to improve its popularity. Content spamming targets the different data
fields of web page; for example body, title, meta tag, anchor text or URL[17]. Spammer
also utilizes dumping of unrelated terms and phrase stitching methods to achieve their
objectives.
In link spamming the spammers manipulate the link structures of the web sites, by
employing different techniques, such as creating link farms [14]. Link based spamming
can be grouped into outgoing and incoming links. Outgoing link structure manipulation
refers to add numerous outgoing links to popular pages, while the incoming link structure
utilizes the link farm concept. A link farm is a densely connected set of pages and all are
pointing to a single intended (target) page. The purpose of creating link farm is to betray
link-based ranking algorithms. Since many search engines take into account the number
of incoming links in ranking pages as an important parameter, ultimately the rank of the
target page is likely to increase, and appear earlier in query result page. A schematic
diagram showing the normal and link farm structure is indicated in Figure 5, where Figure
5a depicting normal link structure of web and 5b is an example of link farm topology.
Drastic increase of in-links in page 5 can be observed from Figure 5b and with passage of
time this structure gets denser

Figure 5. Schematic Depiction of Link Farm
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Cloaking or hiding based spam delivers different content to search engines and end
users receive entirely different contents from spammers [6]. Finally, click spam refers to
the method of submitting queries to SE that retrieve target result pages and then ‘‘click’’
on these pages in order to simulate user interest in their content [30].
Most of these spamming methods like: Click, Cloaking, link farming, and keyword
stuffing [17] are being succeeded in lots of cases to betray the ranking algorithms adopted
by different search engines. The success of spamming techniques to betray a search
engine yields non-relevant results to the query, and this hurts the reputation of search
engine. This also frustrates the users and in many cases majority switches to another
search engines.
Mostly the spammers tune the ranking function of search engines to receive good
position in SERP by utilizing their excellent web engineering skills. For example,
spammers mislead search engines by applying content spamming through forging of
TFIDF score in their web sites [12]. Indeed, it is very difficult to distinguish between
“ethical” and “un-ethical” SEO services because of a large gray area exists between
black-hat (un-ethical) and white-hat (ethical) [13].

3. Methodology
In this section, we have discussed the famous ranking functions of search engines. This
section further presents the four famous machine learning algorithms which are described
and evaluated in this study. These are decision tree (DT), Naïve Bayes (NB), Random
Forest (RF), and RBF Network (RBFN).
3.1 Famous Ranking Algorithms to Rank Web Pages
We now present the three most famous ranking algorithms and establishes how
spammers attempt to deceive these three algorithms to obtain the best possible rank for
the spammed Web pages in the SERP.
The Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF)
TF-IDF stands for term frequency-inverse document frequency, and is a numerical
statistic method, often used in information retrieval and text mining. Through this
technique we can evaluate the importance of word in a document or in a collection of
documents (corpus).Different studies [18-19] shows that TF-IDF is an efficient and
simple algorithm for matching text words in a query to documents that are relevant to that
query.
Typically, the TF-IDF weight is composed by two terms, i.e. TF and IDF.
Equation (1) shows the formula to calculate importance of word.
(1)
Where tf(t,d) calculate the frequency of term t appear in document d, idf(t,D) measures
the importance of term t.
Spammers try to increase the tf-idf scores in their desired content-based spam Web
pages. For example Spammers use many repeated and unrelated words in tags of an
HTML such as: the <body> tag, Anchor text, URL, Headers (<h1> … <h6> tags),
<meta> tags, and the Web page <title>, with many repeated and unrelated words in order
to obtain a higher TF-IDF score [20].
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) Algorithm
Hyperlink-Induced Topic Search (HITS) algorithm, is a long-familiar method to find
the Hubs and Authoritative Web pages, and is introduced by Jon Kleinberg in 1999, as a
link analysis algorithm. It is aimed before the PageRank algorithm used for ranking Web
pages [21]. HITS split the Web pages into two main types i.e. hubs and authorities. A hub
page is one that contains a large number of links to web pages containing information
about specific topic. An authoritative page actually store the information about the topic
[22]. A web page in HITS calculate two values for each Web page: the first value is for
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the authority which represents the score of the content-based Web page, and the second
value is for the hub, which estimates the score of its links to other Web pages [28].
∀p, we compute A(p) to be: equation (2).
(2)
Where A(p) is the Authority for p Web page; n is the total number of Web pages that
are linked to p; and the H(i) is the hub value for the Web page that points to p.
Below equation (7) expresses the Hub Update Rule:
∀p, we compute H(p) to be :equation (3)
(3)
Where H(p) is the Hub for p Web page; n is the total number of Web
pages p connected to; and the A(i) is the Authority values for page .
The Web page is considered to be as a good hub if it points to many good authoritative,
and the Web page is assorted as a good authority if it is referred to by many good hubs.
The hub values can be spammed through the use of link farms by adding the spam
outgoing links to the reputable Web pages. So in this fashion spammers attempt to
increase the hub values, and attract several incoming links from the spammed hubs to
point to the target spam Web pages [22].
PageRank Algorithm
PageRank is a link analysis algorithm developed in 1998 by Google’s founders (Larry
Page and Sergey Brin) to create a new kind of search engine as a part of their
postgraduate research project. This famed algorithm was first applied to rank the
importance of web pages on the Web [23] and since then, PageRank has become popular
in wide range of applications in a variety of domains within computer science such as
distributed networks, data mining, Web algorithms, and distributed computing
[24].PageRank gives each page a numeric score that determines the popularity of that
page.
The http-link from web source page P to page Q is known as the forward-link of page
P, and the back-link of page Q. The forward-link from page P to page Q presents a vote to
page Q. Generally, a higher number of http-links to page Q results in a higher PR score of
page Q.
The overall score of a page p is determined by the importance (PageRank scores) of
pages which have out links to that page p [25].
According to Michal et al. [26] now PageRank has been frequently used for citation
analysis but now it also been applied on the publication citation network.
It is important to note that algorithm does not rank the whole website, rather it
evaluates each page individually. The generic formula which appears in the literature for
calculating PageRank score for a page pk is shown in the equation (4).

PR( pk ) 

PR(Ti )
1 d
 d 
N
C (Ti )
i

(4)
where PR refers to the PageRank score; C(Ti) is the number of forward links from C(Ti)
to page pk∵pk∈P={p1,p2,p2…pn};N is the total number of http pages on the web; PR(Ti) is
the PageRank of page Ti; d is the damping factor.

PR( p)  d  (0,1)

(5)
Generally, d is set to 0.85. At the beginning of an algorithm execution, PR of each page
is set to1/N. According to equation (8), the PR of each web page can be calculated by
using a simple iterative function and the PR of each page will converged. Linear algebra
is applied on PageRank calculations. For example, if page p i have outgoing links target to
page pj, the probability of surfing from pi to pjis computed as[37]:

pi , j 
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The PageRank algorithm is using transition matrix M to run the iteration process to
achieve equilibrium value. The transition matrix A is generated as follows:

 p1,1


p
A=  1,n

pn,1 


pn ,n 

(7)
A Web page with an eminent PageRank score will appear at the top of the list of SEPR
as a answer to a particular query. Despite this achievement for those search engines that
use PageRank as a ranking method, spammers and malicious Web administrators use
some of PageRank algorithm weaknesses to boost the rank of their Web pages illegally by
using techniques that violate the SEO tips, in order to gain more visits from Web surfers
to their Website. As we know PageRank is based on the link structure of the Web, it is
therefore useful to understand how addition or deletion of hyperlinks influences its score.
3.2 Famous Machine Learning Algorithms
This section presents the four famous machine learning algorithms which are described
and evaluated in this study. These are decision tree (DT), Naïve Bayes (NB), Random
Forest (RF), and RBF Network (RBFN).
A ML classifier is actually a mapping of the input vector space onto a set of classes and
we have applied different features in terms of set to map this activity. The detection
mechanism of spam Web pages can be regarded as a binary classification problem, where
a ML classifier is applied to predict whether a given website is spam or ham. Therefore,
in order to enhance the understanding web spamming, this paper presenting the concept of
spamdexing in the form of mathematical equation.
Mathematically spamdexing of specific website Ws can be defined as:
)
(8)
Where

Table 1. Equation Description
Website
Pages in particular website
Content Spam
Link Spam
Cloaking
Click
We have applied CS and LS features in our training and testing models.
Detection of Spam pages by feeding different features into classifying algorithm
)
is calculated as:
|
)
(9)
Consider the problem of classifying website by their content based features, into spam
and ham website. Probability that the ith feature of a given website occurs in a feature from
class C can be written as:
If website is stemmed with all features i.e. link, content and obvious (
probability:

(10)
then
(11)
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The research community of ML has developed a large number of classification
algorithms to address binary or multiclass problems, such as DT based classifiers, SVMbased classifiers, Bayesian classifiers etc. The performance and computational analysis of
machine learning algorithms can be evaluated by using different statistical metrics, for
example accuracy, F-measure etc.
Some of the existing ML classifiers for Web Spam detection are precisely discussed
below:
DT (C4.5) - DT (a.k.a statistical classifier)
DT (C4.5) - DT (a.k.a statistical classifier)[56] is an inductive inference tools and
mostly applied on classification problem domain.C4.5 is an extension of ID3 algorithm
developed by Quinlan to address number of issues, such as; dealing with over fitting
problem of data, handling continuous attributes, Improving computational efficiency etc.
Whereas, J48 is an implementation of C4.5 in Java programming language. The theory of
information entropy is applied on selected features to predict the target class. In DT, the
nodes of the tree refer to attributes, the possible decision is represented by the branch of
the tree and leaves are the target classes. The tree is generated by algorithm in top-down
fashion. The information gain (IG) ratio IG Ratio (A, S) of an attribute A relative to the
sample set S is defined as:
(12)
Where
Saϵ S

The split information value refers to the potential information created by splitting the
training dataset Sainto k partition and corresponding to k outcomes on attribute A.
Naive Bayes (NB)
The NB [57] classifier is a classification algorithm based on Bayes theorem with strong
independent (naïve) assumptions between features. In order to understand NB, consider a
set of training examples, where each example is made up from i discrete-valued attributes
and a class from a finite set C. The NB classifier can probabilistically make a prediction
about the class of an unknown example using the available training example to calculate
the most probable outcome. The most predictable class CNB of an unknown example with
the conjunction a1, a2, a3. . ., ai is given by [38]:
a1, a2, a3,. . ., ai)
(13)
Random Forest (RF)
A RF[58] is an ensemble DT which will predict output value by constructing multiple
decision trees on various sub-samples (subset) of the datasets and predict the class that
appear most often of the decision trees. In the field of ML ,the utilization of RF has
becomes a vital choice for classifying objects due to its prediction accuracy and
robustness against noise [40].RF algorithm is using two parameters i.e. the number of
variables in the random subset at each node and the number of trees in the forest.
The working mechanism of RF is start with production of random vector RK and
disseminated to all trees. Training dataset and RK vector are used in creation of each tree
[47] and subsequently produces tree structure classifier TS.
Where TS→{g(x, RK ), k = 1, . . ., N} and given as input vector x.
The generalization error in RF is given by [48]:
(14)
where x &y(subscripts) are random vectors that indicate the probability is over the X, Y
space and mf is the margin function which measures the extent to which the average
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number of votes at random vectors for the right output exceeds the average vote for any
other output. Margin function is calculated as:
(15)
Where is the indicator function [48]. In this study, random forest consisted of 100
trees with different feature subset selection.
RBF Network (RBFN)
RBF Network (radial nets) is an example of artificial neural network that employ radial
basis function as activation function. Function approximation, time series prediction and
classification of data are some well-known applications of Radial basis function networks.
Different radial basis function e.g. linear, thin plate spline, cubic, Gaussian etc. are
available which can be used at hidden units. The most common is the Gaussian function
and can be defined as [49]:
(16)
Where is the vector deciding the center of basis function G, σfis the width parameter
and X is the dimensional input vector.

4. Data Set and Experimental Performance Evaluation Metrics
This section is divided into three subsections. We begin with dataset information and
processing steps to select appropriate features for our experimental work. We then
describe the evaluation metrics, which we have used in our study. Finally, experimental
results are presented.
4.1. Dataset
We have used publically available WepSpam-uk-2007 dataset for our experimental
work, which is a collection of 105,896,555 web pages from 114,529 hosts in the .uk
domain and is created by Yahoo!. The percentage of Spam data is 6%. A team of
volunteers have manually labeled (spam/non-spam/undecided) 6,479 pages only.
The dataset comprises of 4 sub datasets i.e. content based features, link based features,
transformed linked based features and obvious/direct features. We have applied content
and link features to train and test the model. The experimental work is carried out in the
following fashion. (i) Pre-processing of data and Feature selection to reduce problem size,
(ii) By applying χ2 score on labeled data, we have selected 139 features from larger
feature pool as a concise representation.
Each host is presented as a 140-dimensional vector, which includes features and an
associated class label.Table-2 illustrates the distribution of feature vectors in our study.
Feature “O” refers to the obvious features, i.e. Number of Pages, Length of Hostname.
Feature “C” is a list of 96 content features; for example, number of words in the page,
number of words in the title, average word length, fraction of anchor text and visible text
etc. Most of these features are extracted from the work of Ntoulas et al. [35]. Castillo et
al. [36] discusses the information about significance of different features.
Featureset “L” is set of 41 link based features. These features are worked out on the
home-page (hp) and the main page (mp), where mp refers to the page with maximum
PageRank score in each host. The list comprises of in-degree, out-degree, and edgereciprocity etc. features.
Table 2. Distribution of Feature Vector (Obvious +Content +Link)
Notation
O
C
L
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Feature Set
Obvious
Content
Link

Distribution
2
96
41
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The ratio of spam and ham is 1 to 17(see Table 3).
Table 3. Dataset with 139 Attributes (Obvious +Content +Link)
Class Label Percentage in Dataset Distribution
Spam
5%
208
Nonspam
95%
3641
4.2. Evaluation Mechanism
We have applied 10 cross validation technique in our experimental work. The working
process of k-fold cross validation is combination of five steps :(i)The available dataset (D)
is divided into k subsets of about equal size that consists in building k data subsets. (ii) D
is split into k mutually exclusive parts, D1, D2...Dk.(iii)The instance is trained on D/Di
and tested against Di.(iv) This action is repeated k times with different i value i.e. {i= 1,
2... k}.(v) Finally the performance is judged as the mean of the total number of tests.
In order to test and compare performances of well-known classifiers, we have used
WEKA toolkit, a tool for automatic learning and data mining, which includes different
types of classifiers and different algorithms for each classifier. In order to estimate the
accuracy of different ML algorithms, we use a famous accuracy measure in the context of
Information Retrieval i.e. F-1 Score or F-measure.
We have divided all instances into two classes i.e. spam and ham. Spam is our
predicted positive class. We have employed the confusion matrix (see Table 4) to
calculate sensitivity (True positive rate or recall) and specificity (True negative rate)
measures.
Table 4. Confusion Matrix
Positive(Spam) positive Negative(Ham)
True(Spam) TP
FP
False(Ham) FN
TN
Where TP score presents the number of positive instances that are correctly sorted as
positive, FP score shows the number of negative instances that are falsely sorted as
positive, FN score shows the number of positive instances that are falsely sorted as
negative, TN score presents the number of negative examples that are correctly sorted as
negative. The TP and FP metrics are very useful, especially for imbalanced class problem,
like ours. In WebSpam classification problem, where our core objective is to eliminate
WebSpam pages; however, we also need to reduce the WebSpam pages that were
mistakenly classified as WebSpam (False Positive). Simply, surfing of only WebSpam
page is considered as “worse” than dealing with few spam pages in SERP. In short, TP
score provides useful information than FP score.
The evaluations metrics (Prc,Rec,Fme) are defined as following:
Precision ( refers the percentage of truly positive instances in those classified as
positive by the classifier:
(17)
Recall (
refers the percentage of correctly classified positive instances out of all
positive instances:
Prc andRec are related to the FP and TP scores, where F-measure (
average between Precision and Recall:
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(19)
4.3. Experimental Results and Evaluation of Classifiers
A machine with Intel Core 2 Duo Processor, 2.93 GHz, with 4 GB memory and
running Windows 7 Ultimate has been used to run the algorithms. The dataset which we
have used in our experimental work is highly imbalance (see Table 1) so spam detection
is highly unbalanced classification issue. In addition, to avoid cost-sensitive effect on
classifier i.e. classifying a ham web page into spam is much worse than classifying a spam
page into ham class. Therefore, we need to measure algorithmic performance through
different metrics (Precision, Recall, and F-measure) rather than rely on a single evaluation
index. For summarized result presentation, we have opted F-measure score as a evaluation
metric because it combines the precision and recall values to compute
.
The results of experimental work are reported in Table 5, 6 and 7. Two experimental
phases i.e. detailed and summarized were performed for the evaluation of results. The
results of Table 5 and 6 are from first experimental phase, where the comparative analysis
of four different ML classifiers are being tested. The evaluation metrics which we have
applied in first phase are accuracy, error, Model building time, True Positive Rate, False
Positive Rate, Precision, Recall and Fmeasure. The highlighted bold values in result tables
depicts the higher score. Table 5 is presenting results of obvious, content and link
features. Table 6 illustrates the performance of classifiers with combination of obvious,
content and link features with the same evaluation metrics.
Table 7 exhibits the summarized results in terms of Fmeasure score achieved by
classifiers. Results indicates that RF and DT algorithms can distinguish the spam and nonspam pages more concisely through the use obvious features, and obtain better F-measure
value. The highlighted bold F-measure results refer as the highest Fme result for the
particular feature set. From Table 5 and 6, it can be observed that RF has outperformed
other ML classifiers in terms of other evaluation metrics, such as CCI, ICI, PA etc. It can
also be observed that RF model which was trained with the combination of obvious and
content features has produced more accurate results. By evaluating results in Table5-7, it
can be found that NB has produced poorest results, while RBF has generated steady
results.
Table 5. Experiment Results with Obvious, Content and Link Features
Evaluation
Metrics

2-Obvious Features
96-Content Features
41-Link Features
Classification Algorithms
Classification Algorithms
Classification Algorithms
NB
DT
RBF
RF
NB
DT
RBF
RF
NB
DT
RBF
RF
CCI
3579 3642 3272 3642 541
3626 3639 3669 3560 3633 3642 3642
ICI
271
208
578
208
3309 224
211 181
290
217 208
208
PA
92.9
94.5
84.9
94.5
14.0
94.1
94.5
95.2
92.4
94.3
94.5
94.5
TTBM
0.04
0.11
0.3
1.31
0.21
1.45
3.69
1.24
0.09
0.55
2.31
1.03
TP
0.93
0.946 0.85
0.946 0.141 0.942 0.945 0.953 0.925 0.944 0.946 0.946
FP
0.911 0.946 0.856 0.946 0.117 0.701 0.937 0.733 0.906 0.946 0.946 0.914
Rec.
0.93
0.946 0.85
0.946 0.141 0.942 0.945 0.953 0.925 0.944 0.946 0.946
Fme
0.914 0.92
0.872
0.935 0.92
0.92 0.17
0.941 0.912 0.919 0.92
0.923
Pre
0.901 0.895 0.897 0.895 0.91
0.93
0.911 0.944 0.901 0.895 0.895 0.923
CCI=Correctly Classified Instances, ICI=Incorrectly Classified Instances, PA=Prediction Accuracy, TTBM=Time
taken to build the Model, TP= True Positive , FP= False Positive, Rec.= Recall, F me= Fmeasure , Pre= Precision

Table 6. Experiment Results with Combination of Obvious, Content and
Link Features
Evaluation
Metrics
CCI
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98-Obvious+Content Features
Classification Algorithms
NB
DT
RBF
RF
542 3621 3638 3681

43-Obvious +Link Features
Classification Algorithms
NB
DT
RBF
RF
3553 3638 3642 3643

137-Content+Link Features
Classification Algorithms
NB
DT
RBF
RF
939
3613 3642 3678
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ICI

229
212
169
297
212
208
207
2911 237
208
172
3308
PA
14.0
94.0
94.4
95.6
92.2
94.4
94.5
94.6
24.3
93.8
94.5
95.5
TTBM
0.3
2.34
9.08
13.77 0.21
0.67
4.86
10.52 0.27
2.84
13.81 12.19
TP
0.141 0.941 0.945 0.956 0.923 0.945 0.946 0.946 0.244 0.938 0.946 0.955
FP
0.117 0.724 0.942 0.719 0.906 0.937 0.946 0.919 0.147 0.706 0.946 0.76
Rec.
0.141 0.941 0.945 0.956 0.923 0.945 0.946 0.946 0.244 0.938 0.946 0.955
Fme
0.17
0.933 0.92
0.92
0.945 0.911 0.92
0.923 0.329 0.932 0.92
0.942
Pre
0.91
0.928 0.904 0.951 0.9
0.909 0.895 0.926 0.921 0.928 0.895 0.953
CCI=Correctly Classified Instances, ICI=Incorrectly Classified Instances, PA=Prediction Accuracy, TTBM=Time
taken to build the Model, TP= True Positive , FP= False Positive, Rec.= Recall, F me= Fmeasure , Pre= Precision

Table 7. F-measure Results on OCL Features from Different ML Classifiers
Classifier
NB
DT
RBF
RF

O
0.914
0.92
0.872
0.92

C
0.17
0.935
0.92
0.941

L
0.912
0.919
0.92
0.923

O+C
0.17
0.933
0.92
0.945

O+L
0.911
0.92
0.92
0.923

C+L
0.329
0.932
0.92
0.942

Figure 6. Phase 1Performance Assessment of each Classifier with OCL
Feature Set
WebSpam is a complex and dynamic phenomena, where spammers continuously
changes their tricks after knowing the important ranking signals to subvert search engine
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ranking. Hence, we believe that the performance of a classifier is dependent on the
different feature set, and therefore experimental work is carried out on different features
with different combinations. After classifier training and testing phase, different
evaluation metrics were recorded. It can the seen in Figure 6 which is a product of Table 5
that RF, RBF and DT has achieved prominent score in terms of CCI and ICI in all
feature set. However, NB produces poor results, especially when tested on content feature
set. RF has achieved a prominent PA score against other ML classifiers.
The graph depicts that RF and RBF algorithms were computationally suffers in time
space than DT and NB. NB performed well than all other classifiers. RF and DT achieves
prominent scores i.e. more than 94% in terms of TP in all feature set, while NB produces
weak results with content feature set and RBF performance declines with obvious feature.
It can be observed from the graph that RBF holds larger FP score than rest algorithms, it
shows its weakness, while NB brings very low FP score with content features.
Recall results of RF, DT, NB and RBF are almost replica of figure part A; however RF
has outperformed with content and link feature set than RBF, NB and DT. With respect to
the F-measure, the best ML classifier is RF that wins on two out of three feature set.

Figure 7. Phase I Performance Assessment of each Classifier with
Combined Feature Set
Figure 7 is an extension of results with combination of feature set and generated from
Table 6. Figure illustrates RF, RBF and DT has achieved eminent score in terms of CCI
and ICI. However, NB again not able to produce significant result. It can be seen from
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figure that RF, RBF and DT has best predictive accuracy From graph, it can be
understood that RF and RBF algorithms took quite some time to build the model, whereas
DT and NB are useful in time critical applications. Figure shows the chart between TP
and FP score. RF, RBF and DT has achieved prominent score in terms of TP in all feature
set, while NB produces weak results with (O+C, O+L) feature set. It can also be observed
from the graph that RBF has shown better results to achieve good TP score than rest
algorithms. NB brings very low FP score with O+C and O+L feature set.
Recall results of RF, DT, NB and RBF are almost replica of figure part A; however RF
has outperformed with O+C and C+L feature set than RBF, NB and DT. RF proved itself
the best classifier in terms of F-measure score, whereas NB performed worst.

Figure 8. Performance Comparison of 4 Classifiers with Standalone and
Combined Feature Set
From Figure 8, it can be seen that RF learning classifier has achieved significant fmeasure score with all three types of features in two different input fashion i.e. standalone
and with combination. Naive Byes fail to reach on prominent score, while the DT and
RBF results are steady and performs well with content features.

5. Conclusions
This paper addresses the problem of web spam page detection. In this paper, we
presented standalone and combined feature set experimental comparison on well-known
ML classifiers to test their performance. Empirical studies show that RF learning model
can be good choice to catch spam pages, thereby obtaining prominent results. RF has
achieved highest Fme score and proved to be powerful learning algorithm than most other
famous data mining tools. In addition, experiment result showed that DT and RBF
classifiers are stable with different feature set. We also demonstrated the use of
mathematical equations to understand spamdexing issue.
This work mainly focused on to evaluate the efficiency of the machine learning
classifiers used for Web spam classification. In the future, we plan to introduce new
features which could help for Web spam detection problem.
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